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• Summary of what are being covered

• Linkage and phylogenetic analysis:

    Theory and basic concepts

    Construct your own tree

• Data interpretation

Outbreak investigations

    Limitations

Phylodynamics

Visualisation (microreact, nextstrain)

• Data sharing, introduction to GISAID and ENA 

Week 4 - Greater Meaning and context
or now I have a genome what to do next?



•Additional & independent line of evidence
• Outbreak investigation

• Effectiveness of mitigation strategies

• Source attribution

•Understanding disease dynamics
• Introduction: Where / how often?

• Transmission: How fast is it spreading? And how is 

it spreading?

•Understanding Diversity
• Inform vaccine, diagnostic and drug susceptibility 

changes.

• What is in the environment?

• Which ones are expanding / causing problems?

Why genomic surveillance?



SARS-CoV-2 pandemic in the genomic era 

• Global effort
215 countries and territories shared 13,290,083 viral 
genome sequences from human cases of COVID-19 
via GISAID since 10 January 2020. (GISAID, 14/10/2022)

• Open Science
Open tools and protocols drove global 
surveillance

Enabled:
• Identification of variants of concern

• Understand transmission and immune evasion

• Vaccine and diagnostic development



SARS-CoV-2 genomic epidemiology: 
phylogenetics takes the spotlight.



Section 1: Intro to phylogenetics



Section 1: Intro to phylogenetics

• In biology, phylogenetics is the study of the evolutionary history and 
relationships between or within groups of organisms.
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Mutations tell us about relationships
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Phylogenetic trees reveal relationships

Nodes

Branches

Leaves /
Tips /
OTUs

Genetic similarity
Relatedness
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Cladograms vs Phylograms

Bacterium 1

Bacterium 3

Bacterium 2

Eukaryote 1

Eukaryote 4

Eukaryote  3

Eukaryote 2

Phylograms show 
branch order and 
branch lengths

with scale

Cladograms show 
branch order (topology) 

only - branch lengths are 
meaningless

Absolute measure of divergence 
(e.g. time, SNPs)
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Rooted and Unrooted trees

Unrooted tree

Archaea 2

Archaea 3

Archaea 1

Eukaryote 4

Eukaryote 3

Eukaryote 2

Eukaryote 1

Rooted tree 
(by using 
outgroup)

Bacterium 1 (outgroup)

root

Eukaryote 1

Eukaryote 2

Eukaryote 3

Eukaryote 4

Archaea 1

Archaea 2

Archaea 3

Monophyletic group (clade)

Monophyletic
Group 
(clade)

The root defines
common ancestry



Where to root a tree?

• Midpoint or Outgroup

• Check what other people in the field are doing and define outgroup

• Include published references in phylogeny, choose midpoint root and check to see where 
the published sequences cluster

• If in doubt start with midpoint root and work from there



Building a phylogenetic tree
Identify protein, DNA or RNA sequences of interest
• Fasta format file of concatenated sequences

Multiple sequence alignment
• ClustalX, Muscle, Mafft

Construct phylogeny
• PHYML, RAxML, IQ-Tree, FastTree

View and edit tree
• Figtree



Multiple sequence alignment (MSA)

MSA is best hypothesis of positional homology between bases/amino acids of different sequences

This is perhaps most important step!!



Constructing a phylogenetic tree

Method Data used Tree search Evolutionary Model

Distance Pairwise distance Simple algorithm Can be complex

Parsimony * All sites Mainly hill climbing Simple

Maximum likelihood * All sites Hill climbing Can be complex

Bayesian inference * All sites
(+ other info) MCMC Can be very complex

* attempt to find the BEST tree



Constructing a phylogenetic tree
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Constructing a phylogenetic tree

A B C D

A 0 7 11 14

B 7 0 6 9

C 11 6 0 7

D 14 9 7 0

e.g. UPGMA, Neighbour joining, minimum evolution, BIONJ 

Distance matrix

Method Data used Tree search Evolutionary Model

Distance Pairwise distance Simple algorithm Can be complex



Constructing a phylogenetic tree

Method Data used Tree search Evolutionary Model

Distance Pairwise distance Simple algorithm Can be complex

Parsimony * All sites Mainly hill climbing Simple

Maximum likelihood * All sites Hill climbing Can be complex

Bayesian inference * All sites
(+ other info) MCMC Can be very complex

* attempt to find the BEST tree



Tree searching algorithms
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Possible number of trees for n taxa 

No. taxa No. unrooted trees

3 1

4 3

5 15

6 105

7 945

8 10395

80 2.18 x 10137

 2n-3 possibilities to root the tree
(10 - 3=7 for 5-taxon)



Maximum likelihood evolutionary models

A     G

C     T

4 equilibrium base 
frequency parameters and 

6 substitution rate 
parameters



Maximum likelihood phylogenetic models 
maximize the probability of achieving …

these data… … if this happens…

A     G

C     T

… over this tree



• Bootstrapping is a way to produce a confidence 

measure in the topology relationships found in a 

phylogenetic analysis 

• X number of bootstraps (resampled replicates) are 

created of your input data (MSA)

• Typically run 100 – 1,000 bootstraps for ML 

analysis

• These are commonly used as a measure of support 

for these branches and are represented as a 

number on each tree branch

Bootstrapping

100

98

24

78
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Time

Typically use BEAST to generate

Trees reveal timing



Section 2: Interpreting phylogenetic analysis
Some Resources:

Understanding Evolutionary Trees, https://evolution-outreach.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1007/s12052-008-0035-x

How to interpret the phylogenetic trees, https://docs.nextstrain.org/en/latest/learn/interpret/how-to-read-a-tree.html

Interpretation of Whole-Genome Sequencing for Enteric Disease Surveillance and Outbreak Investigation, 
https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/fpd.2019.2650

Phylogenetic and phylodynamic approaches to understanding and combating the early SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9028907/

Epidemiological inference from pathogen genomes: A review of phylodynamic models and applications, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9241095/

https://evolution-outreach.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1007/s12052-008-0035-x
https://docs.nextstrain.org/en/latest/learn/interpret/how-to-read-a-tree.html
https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/fpd.2019.2650
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9028907/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9241095/


Sequence relatedness can be used to infer 
transmission

https://www.nature.com/articles/nrg.2017.88

Case 1

Case 5

Case 2 Case 4

Case 3

Virus replicate, random mutations occur

Key assumption is closer in sequence means 
share a more recent ancestor

https://www.nature.com/articles/nrg.2017.88


Phylogeny can be used to generate hypothesis 
about transmission

Trevor Bedford, https://docs.nextstrain.org/en/latest/learn/interpret/how-to-read-a-tree.html

3: Common ancestor 
to D and E

4: Common 
ancestor to A and B

1: Common 
ancestor to all

2: Common 
ancestor to A,B,C

A, B and C are part of the 
same clade (orange 
mutation)
A and B are more closely 
related to each other than to 
C. They share the green 
mutation.

D and E are part of the same 
clade (cyan mutation), but 
different from the A, B and C 
clade



Phylogeny can be used to generate hypothesis 
about transmission

https://docs.nextstrain.org/en/latest/learn/interpret/how-to-read-a-tree.html

For example, we could hypothesize that A and B are 
part of the same transmission event. But we cannot 
distinguish direct transmission between A and B or they 
were infected by the same individual.

Epidemiological information can support, reject or refine 
model of transmission.



Phylogenetics can assist epidemiological 
investigations related to outbreaks

https://docs.nextstrain.org/en/latest/learn/interpret/how-to-read-a-tree.html

By refining outbreak by ruling in or out individuals

By generating hypothesis regarding transmission

Now a couple of examples



Dataset_1_flight

Follow notebook to analyse this dataset

7 passengers on the same flight tested 
positive after arriving in New Zealand. 

Question: Are these cases linked? If so 
where did transmission take place?

You will find that all sequences are 
indistinguishable part from that of passenger 
D who has an additional SNP

Example 1: inflight transmission?
Genomic Evidence of In-Flight Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 Despite Predeparture Testing 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7920679/



Example 1: inflight transmission?
Since these cases involved passengers on an 
international flight, we want to investigate whether 
there are any international linkages.

Can use this website to find linkages to genomes 
submitted to GISAID:
https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgPhyloPlace

Find closely related genomes 
from Switzerland, two of the 
passengers are from 
Switzerland.



Example 1: inflight transmission?

Why likely inflight transmission?

a) Unlikely happened after arrival in New 
Zealand because the 7 passengers traveled to 
different hotels on different buses.

b) Passengers arrived from different countries 
and did not interact at connecting airports that 
we know of.

c) Sitting closely to each other on the flight.



Dataset_2_hotel

Follow notebook to analyse this dataset

Example 2: following an incursion
Transmission of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 during Border Quarantine and Air Travel, New 
Zealand (Aotearoa), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8084504/



Example 2: following an incursion
Highlights the importance of rooting and using an outgroup: try 
rooting your tree to A or B in notebook and see the effect

No outgroup Rooted using reference



Example2: following an incursion

With just 9 cases, you can see it is already quite 
difficult to follow.

Here is a interactive visualisation you can follow:

https://microreact.org/project/5ELv2rXSKKeZ8XZCF
Xq9Ug-dataset2hotel#3sul-unnamed-view



The two examples highlight:  

• Importance of careful epidemiological 
investigation

• Need background or ancestral (basal) genomes 
to properly orient the tree

• Importance of sharing data



Considerations:
Relative low mutation rate, epidemiology is especially important for 
outbreak detection, establishing linkages, and define outbreaks

Green outbreak 1
Purple outbreak 2
LightGreen outbreak 3
Grey not linked 



Considerations: 
missing transmission events means cause-effect and direction cannot be 
certain

https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/fpd.2019.2650



Signature of missing events
Longer than expected branches over a short 
amount of time can be a signal for missing 
events

*
*

*



Considerations: 
Poor sampling means cautions is needed when interpreting 
geographical origin and number of introductions

Trevor Bedford, https://docs.nextstrain.org/en/latest/learn/interpret/how-to-read-a-tree.html



Biases in international data

Use of Genomics to Track Coronavirus Disease Outbreaks, New Zealand 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8084492/
 

Considerations: 
Poor sampling means cautions is needed for interpreting geographical origin



Phylodynamics: combine phylogeny, epidemiology to 
uncover hidden patterns 

Incorporates model of pathogen epidemiological 
dynamics, model of evolution via timed phylogeny, and 
statistic inference to:

Estimate transmissibility such as R0 and Re
 Estimate missing cases and population changes

Estimate geographical origin and spread

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9241095/

Resources:
Epidemiological inference from pathogen genomes: A review of phylodynamic models and 
applications, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9241095/
Phylogenetic and phylodynamic approaches to understanding and combating the early 
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35459859/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9241095/


nextstrain.org/ncov/global

SARS-CoV-2 Phylodynamics



Genomic epi: visualisation and analysis 

https://microreact.org/

Interactive tree

Annotation

Network diagrammes

Timeline

https://microreact.org/


Genomic epi: visualisation and analysis 

Interactive timed phylogeny

Analysis tools such as nextclade and 
nextalign

Data communication: narrative tool 
https://nextstrain.org/community/narratives/ESR-NZ/Geno
micsNarrativeSARSCoV2/aotearoa-border-incursions

https://docs.nextstrain.org/en/latest/learn/interpret/index.html



Section 3: Genomic data sharing

Data sharing is crucial for genomic surveillance and 
epidemiology

Data sharing enables comparisons between cases

Data sharing informs and drives public health changes



Why share genomic data ?

Data sharing is important for:

Reproducibility 
Adherence to FAIR principles
Collaboration 
Data discovery  - e.g. improved cross referencing and 
data linking   
Advancing scientific discovery - e.g. vaccine 
development



Genomic databases

Data should be “as open as possible, as closed as 
necessary” Source: European Commission, 

Horizon2020 program

Many different open nucleotide sequence repositories, local 
and international, with different levels of data access:

Greater opennessLess 
openness

Human data Other data, e.g. pathogens

E.g. European Genome Phenome 
Archive

E.g. INSDC (International 
Nucleotide Sequence Database 
Consortium)

E.g. GISAID



Public biological data repositories recommended by 
journals, the WHO, and other life sciences organisations 
(e.g. ELIXIR):

Genomic data repositories

Data types Repository options Data and metadata standards

Raw sequencing data (reads or traces) INSDC Browse data and metadata standards endorsed by the 
Genome Standards Consortium

Annotated sequences INSDC Browse data and metadata standards endorsed by the 
Genome Standards Consortium

Genome assemblies INSDC
GISAID

Browse data and metadata standards endorsed by the 
Genome Standards Consortium

Sample metadata INSDC
GISAID

Browse data and metadata standards endorsed by the 
Genome Standards Consortium

Genetic variation data dbSNP (human variations less than 50bp)
dbVar (human variations greater than 50bp)
ClinVar (human genotype & phenotype)
European Variation Archive (EVA) (all species)

https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories#nuc

SARS-CoV-2 data also shared 
here 

  
  
  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbvar/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/eva/
https://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories#nuc


Sharing SARS-CoV-2 data - GISAID

Global Initiative on Sharing Avian Influenza Data

Established in 2008, first SARS-CoV-2 sequence shared 
in 2020. Now a popular SARS-CoV-2 data sharing 
platform

International database, but all users must abide by a 
data access agreement

Assembled sequence submissions only 

https://gisaid.org/

https://gisaid.org/


Sharing SARS-CoV-2 data - ENA

European Nucleotide Archive (European arm of INSDC) - 
data is mirrored between all 3 nodes

ENA and INSDC established in 1980s to create a central 
repository for increasing volumes of genetic data

International open access repository covering raw 
sequence data, sequence assembly information and 
functional annotation for all non-human organisms

International Nucleotide Sequence Database 
Collaboration (INSDC)



What is open access?
Free to deposit and download non-human data and metadata

Users do not need to be verified for data download

No restrictions on re-sharing submitted data, e.g. feeding data in to custom analysis tools 

No policy to restrict user access rights

What open access is *not*:
Records that do not reference original submitting/collecting institutes
All data must become public immediately 

Food for thought:
Please ensure that metadata provided follows data protection laws in your region and data is 
human read cleaned



GISAID & ENA databases - a comparison

International,
publicly 
accessible
database

Cannot 
submit raw 
reads

Quickly re-use submitted 
data for third-party tools, 
without need to confirm 
identity/requiring 
permission from data 
provider

Persistent 
accessions 

Long-term 
storage of data

Public access to 
data without 
barriers

Free

SARS-CoV-2 data fed 
into a dedicated 
COVID Platform and 
Portal, supporting 
multiple data types

Mandatory data 
access agreement 

You should 

submit data 
to both!

User accounts 
require 
authorisation



Dual sample submission to GISAID & ENA

https://github.com/enasequence/ena-content-dataflow/tree/master/scripts/gisaid_to_ena

● ‘GISAID Accession ID’ sample 
attribute links GISAID assemblies 
to ENA submission, via ENA 
sample

● GISAID to ENA xml/xls sample 
converter

○ Can use custom 
GISAID<->ENA field 
mapping file if desired

○ ‘GISAID Accession ID’ 
user-defined ENA attribute 
included by default

https://github.com/enasequence/ena-content-dataflow/tree/master/scripts/gisaid_to_ena


GISAID & ENA databases - a comparison

International,
publicly 
accessible
database

Cannot 
submit raw 
reads

Quickly re-use submitted 
data for third-party tools, 
without need to confirm 
identity/requiring 
permission from data 
provider

Persistent 
accessions 

Long-term 
storage of data

Public access to 
data without 
barriers

Free

SARS-CoV-2 data fed 
into a dedicated 
COVID Platform and 
Portal, supporting 
multiple data types

Mandatory data 
access agreement 

You should 

submit data 
to both!

User accounts 
require 
authorisation



Section 4: European COVID-19 Data Platform



https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-189639

Launched Apr 2020

Open and rapid access to data, tools and workflows

Global data coverage and global access

Collaboration between EMBL-EBI and others

The European COVID-19 Data Platform

https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-189639


1. SARS-CoV-2 Data Hubs 2. Federated European 
Genome-phenome Archive

5

Workspace enabling controlled 
access sharing of pre-publication 
sequence data

Tools for data analysis and 
visualisation

Support for sensitive human data

Restricted/controlled data access

Federated data model

3. COVID-19 Data Portal

Central interface presenting a diverse range 
of COVID-19 related datasets, across ELIXIR 
core deposition services

Entry point for data sharing and visualisation 
tools

Components

https://elixir-europe.org/services/tag/core-data-resources
https://elixir-europe.org/services/tag/core-data-resources


5

Adapted from: 
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/rtd/items/700623/en

SARS-CoV-2 
Data Hub

Other resources

Federated 
EGA

COVID-19 
Data Portal

COVID-19 
Patient data

National 
health 

infrastructures

Public health 
labs

Viral data

Human data

User 
community

Data flow through the COVID-19 Data 
Platform

https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/rtd/items/700623/en


Amid et al. (2019 )The COMPARE Data Hubs. Database : the Journal of Biological Databases and 
Curation, 01 Jan 2019, 2019 http://doi.org/10.1093/database/baz136 

https://www.eosc-portal.eu
/ https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ 

https://elixir-europe.org/ 

Foundations

http://doi.org/10.1093/database/baz136
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
https://elixir-europe.org/


https://www.covid19dataportal.org/

Ease of access to a variety of COVID-19 related 
data types

E.g viral sequences, gene expression, protein 
structure, biological pathways, imaging data, 
literature, and more

Type of Data Total

Viral 
Sequences

14,927,387

Host 
Sequences

30,713

Expression 226

Proteins 3775

Biochemical 
networks

7801

Imaging 39

Literature 835, 297

Tools for data visualization:
1. CoVEO variant browser
2. Phylogeny tree built from consensus 

sequences

Tools for data search and retrieval:
1. COVID Portal Advanced Search and API
2. Bulk Downloader tool

The COVID-19 Data Portal

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/


https://www.covid19dataportal.org/submit-data

Data is not submitted to the Portal itself…

Data submission wizard (new!) 
guides users to the appropriate resource 
to submit their COVID-19 dataset

Spans 19 different datatypes

Different resources = different data 
submission methods

The COVID-19 Data Portal - data submission

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/


https://www.covid19dataportal.org/statistics

SARS-CoV-2 submissions now make up a quarter of all ENA 
raw read data

SARS-CoV-2 data submitted from >90 countries…

…on both an individual (e.g. hospitals, labs) and national 
level (i.e public health authorities, national research 
institutes)

The ENA & SARS-CoV-2
SARS-CoV-2 viral sequences are archived in ENA, and 
then fed into the COVID-19 Data Portal:

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/


CABANA Project 

Focus was on actively engaging Latin American 
countries to help them submit data to the ENA / 
INSDC

Leveraged network of contacts to mobilise 
SARS-CoV-2 data from Brazil, Mexico, Costa Rica 
and Argentina this year to the COVID-19 Data Portal

e.g.
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB53987

ENA SARS-CoV-2 Training workshop delivered at the 
2022 International Society for Computational Biology 
conference (ISCB) this month 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB53987


Section 5: Submitting SARS-CoV-2 data to 
the ENA 



Submitting SARS-CoV-2 data to the ENA 

The ENA Metadata Model
1

2

3 4*



● Binds together related 
samples/runs/analyses

● Accessions like ‘PRJEB*’ and ’ERP*’

● Should be referenced in publications

● Example metadata
○ Title & description

○ Taxonomy, where applicable

○ Affiliations (e.g. submitter, centre name)

○ Release date

ENA Metadata Model: Study

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB53987 
View> XML

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/PRJEB53987


● Description of sequenced biomaterial, 
e.g. SARS-CoV-2 virus

● Accessions like ‘SAME*’ and ‘ERS*’

● Example metadata

○ Taxonomy

○ Collection date and location

○ Host/Lab host information, e.g. age, 
sex, disease outcome

○ Checklist: e.g. ERC000033

● Custom sample fields supported

ENA Metadata Model: Sample

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/SAMEA110587357 
View> XML

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/SAMEA110587357


● Experiment

○ Metadata about sequencing methodology

○ Accession like ‘ERX*’

○ Example metadata

■ instrument platform and model

■ library preparation information, e.g. 
construction protocol, primers

● Run

○ Holds data file, e.g. BAM/CRAM/FASTQ

○ Accession like ‘ERR*’

ENA Metadata Model: Experiment & Run

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/ERX9584325

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/ERR10044437

View> XML

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/ERX9584325
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/ERR10044437


● Accessions: 
○ ‘ERZ*’
○ + additional chromosome level 

accession, e.g. ‘OW296552’

● Example metadata
○ analysis type (COVID-19 OUTBREAK)
○ assembly method and platform
○ depth of coverage
○ molecule type

■ (e.g ‘genomic DNA’, ‘genomic RNA’ or ‘viral 
cRNA’)

● Holds data file, e.g. FASTA/FLATFILE

ENA Metadata Model: Analysis

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/ERZ1769911 View> XML

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/OA964249 View> EMBL

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/ERZ1769911
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/OA964249


• All objects have ‘aliases’
• These should be used to link objects together between local system and ENA
• Map your objects to ENA accessions
• Receipt example (programmatic submission):

A note on aliases



Submitting SARS-CoV-2 data to the ENA 
Worked 
example!Please ensure you have first registered for a Webin submission account here

Several methods to submit ENA objects, depending on your needs and 
technical proficiency: 
● interactive (browser-based)
● programmatic (XML-based)
● Webin-CLI (command line tool)

Today you will test the submission of:
An ENA Project and Samples interactively

&

SARS-CoV-2 genomes using the Webin-CLI program

https://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/ena/submit/webin/accountInfo


Creating a COVID Project at the ENA
1. Log in to the Test Webin Submissions Portal: 

https://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/ena/submit/webin/login

2. Create a Project for your submission:

Please only use 

the test server 

throughout your 

submission

https://wwwdev.ebi.ac.uk/ena/submit/webin/login


Submitting COVID samples to the ENA - 1
1. Download and unzip the Module4_data_zip folder - link here

2. Using the pre-filled ENA sample spreadsheet: sample_spreadsheet_COG_Train.tsv…

● INSDC missing terms can be used for any mandatory 
fields where information cannot be provided

● ‘Active surveillance in response to outbreak’ 
strongly recommended field value

● ‘GISAID Accession ID’ custom attribute

● All mandatory (and some recommended) fields of 
ERC000033 present within tsv file

https://wcs_data_transfer.cog.sanger.ac.uk/Module4_data_zip.zip
https://ena-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/submit/samples/missing-values.html?highlight=not%20provided#insdc-missing-value-reporting-terms
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/browser/view/ERC000033


ERC000033 Sample Checklist



Submitting COVID samples to the ENA - 2
...upload this directly to the Webin Submissions Portal: Ensure collection 

date format is: 

YYYY-MM-DD



Submitting COVID samples to the ENA - 3

● Accessions will be provided immediately, and can be viewed in the ‘Samples Report’ section 
of the Webin Submission Portal:



Submitting COVID samples to the ENA - 3

● PHA4GE (Public Health Alliance for Genomic Epidemiology) recommended metadata for 
COVID data sharing: https://tinyurl.com/358rhuf4 

● Contains mapping of PHA4GE fields to ENA ERC000033 checklist - any extra fields to 
be added as custom sample fields

https://tinyurl.com/358rhuf4


Submitting COVID genomes to the ENA - 1
● 3 files required for a SARS-CoV-2 assembly submission with Webin-CLI:

○ Fasta (gzipped)
○ Manifest file (specifying Project and Sample accessions, and assembly metadata
○ Chromosome list file (gzipped)

Manifest file

Assemblies can be linked to 
originating run data, via run 
accession

Chromosome list file

Tab separated text file containing a single row only:

● Fasta header, chromosome number (‘1’), chromosome 
type (Monopartite for coronaviruses)

‘ASSEMBLY_TYPE’ should be set 
to ‘COVID-19 OUTBREAK’

https://ena-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/submit/fileprep/assembly.html#chromosome-list-file


Submitting COVID genomes to the ENA - 2
1. Download the latest release of our Webin-CLI program here

2. Copy and paste the webin-cli-* jar file into the unzipped Module4_data 
folder, so all is one place. Here you’ll also find all fasta.gz, manifest and 
chromosome list files

3. Edit the manifest files to include your newly created Project (PRJEB###) and 
Sample (ERS###) accesions

4. Run the command below in your favourite terminal (e.g. Ubuntu, or Git Bash, etc.), 
specifying your Webin credentials: Specifies type of submission

java -jar webin-cli-5.2.0.jar -context genome -userName 
'Webin-####' -password '######' -manifest CaseA_manifest.txt 

-submit -test

Validates + submits files defined in manifest file

https://ena-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/submit/general-guide/webin-cli.html?highlight=wbein-cli#download-the-program-as-a-java-jar-file


Submitting COVID genomes to the ENA - 2
1. Download and unzip the Module4_data_zip folder, where you’ll find all required 

data files, as well as the latest release of our Webin-CLI program (you can also 
find this here)

2. Copy and paste the webin-cli-* jar file into the unzipped Module4_data folder, so 
all is one place

1. Ensure you edit the manifest files to include your newly created Project 
(PRJEB###) and Sample (ERS###) accesions

2. Run the command below in your favourite terminal (e.g. Ubuntu, or Git Bash, etc.), 
specifying your Webin credentials:

Specifies type of submission

java -jar webin-cli-5.2.0.jar -context genome -userName 
'Webin-####' -password '######' -manifest CaseA_manifest.txt 

-submit -test

Validates + submits files defined in manifest file



Submitting COVID genomes to the ENA - 3
● Successful output:

● Test analysis objects can be viewed under ‘Analysis Report’ of Webin Submissions 
Portal

● Repeat step 4 (on previous slide) specifying a different manifest and chromosome 
list file each time, to submit SARS-CoV-2 genomes from Cases B and C 



Bulk Webin-CLI Tool

https://github.com/enasequence/ena-bulk-webincli

● To bulk submit assemblies and runs using Webin-CLI

https://github.com/enasequence/ena-bulk-webincli


Other methods to submit SARS-CoV-2 data 
to the ENA

Programmatic

● For high-volume and/or frequent submissions (e.g. brokered data)
● Create and submit XMLs for Projects, Samples, Runs/Experiments (       analysis)
● Submit via cURL

E.g. Sample XML
E.g. Experiment XML



SARS-CoV-2 specific tools

Webin-CLI JSON API

● For high-volume and/or frequent submissions
● Submit SARS-CoV-2 sequence and metadata as a JSON payload (no 

manifest file nor chromosome list)
● Genome assembly submissions only

https://tinyurl.com/4d6nymzs

https://tinyurl.com/4d6nymzs


SARS-CoV-2 specific tools

● For small-scale/one-off submissions
● Submit any SARS-CoV-2 datatype
● Easy to use, simply drag and drop data files + metadata spreadsheet 

Drag and Drop Uploader Tool

https://ebi-ait.github.io/sars-cov2-data-upload/

Email virus-dataflow@ebi.ac.uk for login details & 
metadata spreadsheet

https://ebi-ait.github.io/sars-cov2-data-upload/
mailto:virus-dataflow@ebi.ac.uk


ORCID Data Claiming
● You can also claim ENA Projects to your ORCID ID
● Search for your project in the ‘ENA Study’ search box: 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ebisearch/orcidclaimdocumentation.ebi
● Select ‘Claim to ORCID’ to login to your ORCID account and claim the ENA Study

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ebisearch/orcidclaimdocumentation.ebi
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ebisearch/orcidclaimdocumentation.ebi


ENA submission documentation

● SARS-CoV-2 specific ENA submission guide: 
https://ena-browser-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/help_and_guides/sars-cov-2-sub
missions.html

● Detailed SARS-CoV-2 workshop: 
https://ena-covid19-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/submission_workshop/getting_sta
rted.html

https://ena-browser-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/help_and_guides/sars-cov-2-submissions.html
https://ena-browser-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/help_and_guides/sars-cov-2-submissions.html
https://ena-covid19-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/submission_workshop/getting_started.html
https://ena-covid19-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/submission_workshop/getting_started.html


Section 6: COVID-19 Data Portal - Search & 
Retrieval



COVID Portal Advanced SearchFacets on web interface

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/api-documentation

Search- interactive & programmatic

COVID Portal API

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ebisearch/advanced-search.ebi
https://www.covid19dataportal.org/api-documentation


https://www.covid19dataportal.org/bulk-downloads

Retrieval - interactive & programmatic

Download button on web interface Bulk downloader tool

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/bulk-downloads


● For downloading a range of ENA 
COVID-19 data, in a range of formats 
(XML/FASTA/EMBL/FASTQ)

● Create scripts to easily download data in  
Non-interactive mode

● Can re-attempt downloads if not 
completed, automatically tries 3 times

● Once run again, only new/updated files are 
downloaded

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/bulk-downloads

Sequences

Reference sequences

Raw reads

Sequenced samples

Studies

Systematic analyses

Human reads

Other species reads

Download data 
types below 

Bulk downloader tool



1. Navigate to COVID-19 Data Portal: https://www.covid19dataportal.org/ 

2. Search for all sequences from a country of your choice

Filter by Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

3. Note the different submitting centers/institutions

4. Which submitting center has contributed the most SARS-CoV-2 data for this country?

5. Repeat all steps for Raw Reads. What is the predominant type of sequencing here?

COVID19 Data Portal search and retrieval - 
exercise

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/


Section 7: COVID19 Data Portal analysis & 
visualisation tools 



ENA’s large scale, systematic analysis of 
COVID reads
All public SARS-CoV-2 raw read data submitted to 
INSDC analysed according to Illumina or Nanopore 
workflows

1. Consensus sequences
● Pangolin lineage assignment
● View on phylogeny tree

2. Variant calls
● Fed into CoVEO Variant Browser
● Submitted to European Variation Archive (EVA)

All products visualised on COVID-19 Data Portal 

https://github.com/enasequence/covid-sequence-analysis-workflow
https://github.com/dnieuw/ENA_SARS_Cov2_nanopore
https://github.com/dnieuw/ENA_SARS_Cov2_nanopore


CoVEO Variant Browser

Phylogeny Tree

● CoVEO ingests unfiltered variant data 
to generate a range of plots

● Allows users to track emergence and 
distribution of SARS-CoV-2 variants 
across the world

● Interactive phylogenetic tree built from 
public consensus sequences

● Features world map and metadata 
table, including filters on country and 
lineage

Technical 
University 
of 
Denmark

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/coveo

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/phylogeny-treehttps://www.covid19dataportal.org/assets/pdf/evergreen_method_notes_20
21-10-08.pdf

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/coveo
https://www.covid19dataportal.org/phylogeny-tree
https://www.covid19dataportal.org/assets/pdf/evergreen_method_notes_2021-10-08.pdf
https://www.covid19dataportal.org/assets/pdf/evergreen_method_notes_2021-10-08.pdf


1. Navigate to the CoVEO Explorer on the Covid-19 Data Portal: 
https://www.covid19dataportal.org/coveo 

2. Under the generic ‘Variants’ facet on the left, select a country of your choice

3. What is the predominant variant/s in this country, across the full timeline?

4. Which 2 other countries have reported the highest prevalence of this variant overall?

CoVEO Variant Browser exercise: 

https://www.covid19dataportal.org/coveo


Thank you very much!

We hope you enjoyed 
the COG-Train 

sessions
:)


